
The paper-cut work was
created by Cai Xiaolong, a
representative of Wuhan paper-
cutting. It is a rarely seen
large one 1.2-meters in
length and 1-meter in width.
The red sun, the sea of
clouds, the mountains and
rivers, the boat trackers,
flowers, and grass, constitute a
magnificent scene with many
delicate elements.

According to Cai, this
piece of work shows the
scenery of the Three Gorges

of the Yangtze River. Not only
scissors but also carving knives
have been used to produce
the creation.

Xu Haiqing, the creator of
the bamboo carving work, is a
provincial inheritor of the
intangible cultural heritage
Xinzhou Bamboo Carving. His
ancestors in the previous five
generations were all
carpenters. His bamboo
carving continues the carving
style of the Ming and Qing
dynasties.

Xu pointed out that
"Eighteen Disciples of the
Buddha" was created on eight
long strips of bamboo,
reflecting the scenes of the 18
disciples in peculiar peaks,
rocks in grotesque shapes as
well as caves.

With carving techniques
such as piercing engraving,
circular carving and line
carving, the characters in this
work are quite realistic, with
expressions and costumes
varying from person to person.

Wuhan works shortlisted
on 'Best Handicrafts of

China' Exhibition
By Feng Aihua

'New-born' exhibition
unveiled in Tanghu Park
By Zhou Manzhen

On June 30, the Tanghu Art
Museum moved "Newborn—Public Art
Exhibition" onto the lawn in Tanghu
Park.

The exhibition features 27 public
art works created by students and
teachers at the School of Design and
the School of Art at Jianghan
University. These works include a
cello made from steel and acrylic, a
fantastic star made from shells and
acrylic, a cheongsam made with blue
and white porcelain pieces, and iron
flying cranes.

Peng Ran, the executive dean of
the School of Art, said, "Many
exhibition works could not be
touched or moved before, but many
in this exhibition can be. It is very
interesting. We are also planning to
exhibit these works in other parks,
communities and commercial areas."

The free outdoor exhibition will
last until July 31.

'Cultural flavor': a
marketing tool
By Gong Ping

"Cultural flavor" has been
trending in major commercial centers.
It can offer customers an enjoyable
experience while increasing
consumption during the mid-year
discount season.

On the second floor of Wuhan
International Plaza, there is a rare
stamps exhibition, displaying over
500 stamps from around the world.

Zhongshang Plaza stages flash
mobs and color matching classes for
customers to have something unique
to do besides shopping.

Residents have noted that
department stores, focusing on
parent-child consumption, have
prepared exciting activities. Other
merchants are inviting famous stars
to the shops and organizing design
competitions and gourmet classes.

On June 27, the second "Best
Handicrafts of China" Exhibition
announced its final shortlist. From
nearly 2,000 works, 100 were
selected, among which two are
from Wuhan. These two works are
paper-cut "All Creatures Contend
in Freedom in an Expanse of Sky
over the River" and the Xinzhou
bamboo carving work "Eighteen
Disciples of the Buddha." The 100
works will be exhibited at the
National Art Museum of China in
early August.

On June 28, the Wuhan
Happy Valley's HOHA
Electronic Music Festival kicked
off in rain with over ten
thousand exuberant fans in
attendance. The festival will
last until September 1 during
which time over 50 actors and
actresses will take turns
performing on the stage.

The theme, "Star Party,"
of the music festival combines
an electronic music party with
an amusement park.

On the opening day, as
soon as rappers appeared on
the stage, clouds of confetti,
colorful fireworks and waves of

air were set off, wowing the
crowd. All the while, people
splashed each other with
water and enjoyed themselves
with water pistols, basins filled
with water, rainbows and
bubbles.
Meanwhile, a branch venue
started up in the Playa Maya
Water Park. With DJs
spinning discs in the water,
the impact of the music
against the water excited
everyone. In addition, fantastic
water jetting, in which
performers executed thrilling
acrobatic stunts, gave everyone
an exciting time.

Electronic music ignites in rain

"All Creatures Contend in Freedom in an Expanse of Sky over the River"
(left) and "Eighteen Disciples of the Buddha" (right)
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